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HARMONIC ANALYSIS AND ULTRACONTRACTIVITY

MICHAEL COWLING AND STEFANO MEDA

Abstract. Let (Tt)l>0 be a symmetric contraction semigroup on the spaces

U(M) (1 < p < oo), and let the functions <p and y/ be "regularly related".

We show that (Tt)t>0 is <¿>-ultracontractive, i.e., that (Ti)t>o satisfies the condi-

tion ||r,/||oo < C<f>(t)-l\\f\\x for all f in Ll(M) andall t in R+ , if and only
if the infinitesimal generator S has Sobolev embedding properties, namely,

\W(&)~af\\q < C\\f\\p for all f in LP(M), whenever 1 < p < q < oo and
a = \jp - \jq . We establish some new spectral multiplier theorems and max-

imal function estimates. In particular, we give sufficient conditions on m for

m(&) to map LP(M) to U(M), and for the example where there exists ß

in R+ such that <¡)(t) = & for all / in R+ , we give conditions which ensure

that the maximal function sup/>0 \taTtf(')\ is bounded.

Let "§ be a positive, possibly unbounded, but with dense domain, operator

on L2(M), where A7 is a ex-finite measure space. Let {7^} be the spectral

resolution of the identity for which

/»OO

3f= \    kdPj   V/6Dom(f).
7o

For every positive real number t, we define the operator Tt by the rule

/•OO

TJ= /    e-adPJ   V/eI2(M).

We assume throughout that each Tt has the contraction property

\\Ttf\\p< UWp   vfeL2(M)nL»(M)

whenever 1 <p<oo. We also assume for convenience that the spectral projec-

tion Po is trivial on LP(M) whenever 1 < p < oo. The theory can readily be

modified to take into account the possibility that Po is nontrivial, but the state-

ments become more complicated; we find the extra generality does not merit

the extra complexity. A semigroup (Tt)t>0 with the above properties will be

called a symmetric contraction semigroup.

A symmetric contraction semigroup (Tt)t>o for which Tt maps LX(M) into

L°°(M) for every positive t is said to be ultracontractive. The notion of ul-

tracontractivity appeared compatively recently in work of E. B. Davies [4] and

Davies and B. Simon [6], in connection with logarithmic Sobolev inequalities
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(see also L. Gross [7]). N. T. Varopoulos [16] developed a Hardy-Littlewood

theory for semigroups. In particular he proved, under stronger assumptions

on the semigroup (7¡)r>o and on the underlying measure space M, that an

estimate of the form

(0.1) \\Ttf\\oo < Ar»\\f\\i    VAeR+,V/GL'(A/)

for some p greater than 1 is equivalent to the boundedness of the "Riesz po-

tential operator" &~xl2 from L2(A7) to L"(M), where 1/2 - l/q = 1/(2//).

Varopoulos proved the hard part of this result (namely, that the boundedness of

S'~xl2 implies ultracontractivity) using an extension to the abstract semigroup

setting of the iterative process of J. Moser [10, 11] for parabolic equations.

Davies [5, Theorem 2.4.2] gave a different proof which relies on the relationship

between logarithmic Sobolev inequalities and ultracontractivity. Other simpli-

fications have been discovered by E. A. Carlen, S. Kusuoka, and D. W. Stroock

[1], who related ultracontractivity to Nash inequalities, and by T. Coulhon [2],

who also formulated versions of the equivalences for the case when

ll^/Hoo < C0r"\\fh   va e (0, 1], V/ e LX(M),

and

H^/Hoo <C,r" 11/11,    Vf £ [l, oo), Vf£Lx(M),

where p and u are positive.

By the closed graph theorem, every ultracontractive semigroup satisfies an

estimate of the form

(0.2) \\TJ\U < A(f>(t)-X\\f\\x    Vt£R+,\/f£Lx(M),

for some increasing function (j>: R+ —> R+, and A equal to 1. For a fixed

function 4>, the semigroups which satisfy (0.2) (for any A in R+) will be
called r/>-ultracontractive. Note that multiplying the measure on the underlying

measure space by a constant factor amounts to varying A ; the definition of

r/>ultracontractivity is thus independent of such a change of measure. Davies'

work [5] concerns these general semigroups. It is interesting to speculate how

such more general ultracontractive estimates may be related to inequalities of

Sobolev type. Examples such as heat diffusions on hyperbolic spaces suggest

that exponential growth of 4> is related to "spectral gap" phenomena, and rather

different sorts of results are to be expected from those in the classic example of

heat diffusion in Euclidean space, when (f> grows polynomially.

In this paper, we present a version of the equivalence of various Sobolev

immersions and ultracontractivity, under hypotheses which include the polyno-

mial growth of (f>, which clarifies the underlying function theory. Our results

are more general than those of the authors mentioned above; in particular, we

can deal with more general 4> than the previous workers (except Davies, and

our proofs are simpler than his, as we do not require that T, preserve positivity

for all a in R+ , nor do we use logarithmic Sobolev inequalities), and we include

in our equivalences a weak-type Sobolev embedding which has apparently not

been noted before.

Let m be a complex-valued, Borel measurable function on R+ U {0}, and

take t in R+ . The "multiplier operator" m(t&) is then defined on L2(M) by

the rule m(t&)f — J0°° m(tk) dPxf, whenever / is in the appropriate domain.
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In particular, we denote the operator m(lS?) by m(3?). We develop a func-

tional calculus for infinitesimal generators of symmetric contraction semigroups

satisfying (0.2). We prove that under suitable conditions of "Hörmander type"

on the function m, the operator m($?) is bounded from W(M) to Lq(M),

when 1 < p <q < oo. (More precisely, m(S?) maps IS (M)nDom(m(g?)) into

Lq(M), and extends uniquely to a continuous map from LP(M) to Lq(M).)

We complement and develop the theory of E. M. Stein [13], Cowling [3] and

Meda [9], who examined the case where p = q .

For any nonnegative a we may define, at least formally, the maximal oper-

ator m*¡a(S?) associated to the family (m(t&))t>o by the formula

m*,a(2?)f = sup \tam(tS?)f\.

In the case where m(X) = exp(-A), we write r*a instead of m*ta(2?). One

of the main results of this paper is that, for a symmetric contraction semigroup

satisfying condition (0.1 ) above, the maximal operator T,<a is of weak type

(1, r), when 1 < r < oo and 1 - 1/r = a/p.

We shall present our results in four sections. In the first, we consider ul-

tracontractivity, and relate this to estimates for the resolvent of 2?. We show

that, when </> and y/ are "regularly related", an estimate of the form (0.2) is

equivalent to one of the form

\\Ttf\\q < AJ>(t)-a\\f\\p   VA e R+, v/e L"(M),

for some or all p, q, and a such that 1 < p < q < oo and a = l/p - l/q,

and is also equivalent to ones of the form

\\v(&)-añ<<B\\ñp   v/eLW

or

\M&)-af\U,oo<B\\f\\p    \/f£L"(M),

for some or all p , q , and a such that 1 < p < q < oo and a = l/p -l/q .

In §2, we examine multiplier results for (/»-ultracontractive semigroups. With

the additional hypothesis (often verified) that there is a positive number o such

that

Wuf\\p < Cp(l + Mrl1/*-'/2'!!/!!,,   VM £ R, V/€ L^(A7),

we prove Hörmander-like multiplier theorems: if tf> and ip are regularly related,

and An : R+ —> C satisfies the hypothesis that

\Xk(d/dk)km(X)\ < Cip(X)~a   VAeR+,VAce{0, 1,...,*}

where x is an integer no less than rr/2 + 1, then m(&) is of weak type (1, r)

and of strong type (p, q), when l<r<oo, 1 < p < q < oo and a = l-l/r =

l/P - l/q • These results generalize work of the second-named author [9], who

proved Hörmander-type theorems for symmetric contraction semigroups.

In §3, we establish various results about maximal functions. In particular,

we show that for /¿-ultracontractive semigroups, Tt>a is of weak type ( 1, r)

when 1 < r < oo and 1 - 1/r = a/p, i.e.,

suplíT^.)! <C\\f\\x    \/f£Lx(M).
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Further, Tt<a is of strong type (p, q) when 1 < p < q < oo and l/p - l/q =

a/p.

In §4, we consider generalizations of the preceding results. There are inter-

esting semigroups for which the appropriate ultracontractivity estimate is the
following:

117,/Hoo < ¿ri/H,   W € (0, 1], V/£ LX(M).

We give versions of our results for these semigroups.

A little notation might be in order. The usual Lebesgue and Lorentz spaces

on the measure space M are denoted IS(M) and Lp'q(M) respectively. A

convenient reference for these is the book by Stein and G. Weiss [14]. The

norm of a bounded linear operator T on one of these spaces will be denoted by

11|T\\\p or by |||7'|||/))i respectively. An operator which is bounded from LP(M)

to Lq(M) or from IS(M) to Lq'°°(M) is said to be of strong type (p, q)

or of weak type (p, q) respectively. The corresponding norms are denoted by

|||71llp;i and |||r|||p;9>00 . We denote the sector {zeC: | arg(z)| < co} by Tw ,

the halfplane Tn/2 by T, and the space of bounded holomorphic functions on

the domain Q, by H°°(Q,). Constants will be denoted with the letters A , B ,

and C, sometimes with subscripts. The same symbol may be used to denote
different constants.

We conclude our introduction by recalling one of the principal results of

Cowling [3]. Let (Tt)t>o be a symmetric contraction semigroup on a cr-finite
measure space M, with generator &, and suppose that 1 < p < oo. If to >

n\l/p- 1/2|, and m extends to a 77°°(rû;)-function, denoted AAA^then m(2?)

is of strong type (p, p), and

(0.3) WM^Wlp^Cp^Wm^U

By applying the real interpolation method, we may easily deduce that m(S?) is

also bounded on Lq'°°(M) whenever q lies between 2 and p , and that

(0.4) IIM^IIIfl.oo^C^JIwJIoo.

In particular it follows that for every real number u the operator 3?m is

bounded on LP(M) and on LP'°°(M) whenever 1 < p < oo, and that for
all positive S,

\\\&iu\\\p < CpJexp((n\l/p - 1/2| + S)\u\)   V« G R,

and

111^''" 11 Loo < CpJexv((n\l/p - 1/2| + ô)\u\)   V» £ R.

This is an easy improvement of a result of Stein [13, Corollary 4, p. 121].

This paper was begun while the first author was visiting the Université di

Trento, and completed while the second author was visiting the University of

New South Wales. Both authors wish to express their gratitude to the host

institutions for their kind hospitality. The referee of the first version of this

paper brought some recent papers to our attention and thereby stimlated some
improvements; we thank him or her for these references.

1. Ultracontractivity and resolvent estimates

A pair of functions </> : R+ —> R+ and \p : T —> C will be called "regularly
related" if
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(a) (¡> is increasing, continuous, and surjective;

(b) there exists a constant Q such that

4>(2t) < C^(t)   VA6R+;

(c) for all 6 in R+ , there exists a constant D^ e such that

ft       ,ds

I (t>(s)°—<D^g(P(t)ti    VÍ6R+
0 s

and

i

du
¿(sye-KD^eW)-6   VíeR+;

(d) ip is holomorphic in Y, and y/(z) = \p(z) for ail z in T;

(e) for ail co in (0, 7r/2), there exists a constant C^,^ such that

inf{\v(z)\: z £ SR,W} > C¥^supttvWl: z £ SR,œ},    Vit £ R+

where Sr¡0> = {z £ C: R < Re(z) < 2i?, |arg(z)| < œ} ;

(f) for ail 0 in R+ , there exists a real-valued measurable function (j>g , equiv-

alent to (j)e in the sense that the function / i-> \(p(t)e/(f>e(t)\ is bounded and

bounded away from 0 in R+ , with the property that, if

dt
¥e(z)= [°°e-z'Mt)^   VzeT,

Jo l

then ipe is equivalent to y/~e in the sense that the function zt->|^(z)e^e(z)|

is bounded and bounded away from 0 in any proper subcone Tœ of F.

One obvious example of a pair of regularly related functions is when <p(t) = tß

and \p(z) = zß for some positive p ; in this case tj>g may be taken to be (pe .

The key to understanding this example is the integral formula

/7o

tene-ztdi = Y(6p)z-6ft   Vz 6 T.
t

Less trivial examples are given in the following lemma.

Lemma 1.1. (a) Suppose that p, v £ R+, that (p(t) = f(l + ty~ß for all t in
R+, and that tp(z) = z"(\ + zY~v for all z in T. Then (4>, y/) is a regularly

related pair.
(b) Suppose that p, u e R+, that (p(t) = tp log(2 + t)v for all t in R+, and

that y/(z) = z^log(2 + l/z)_" for all z in T. Then (</>, \p) is a regularly

related pair.

Proof. To prove (a), one first verifies that 0 and ip satisfy conditions (a) to

(e); this is routine. The function (¡>e in (f) is given by the formula

*'('> = T(6(p - Vf» { s6V~X{t - S)6("~V)~X eXp(^ - l) dS   W€R+'

which is a well-defined integral when p > v and is interpreted by analytic

continuation for other values of p . Indeed, when p > v , by changing variables

(putting s = t(l - t)) and writing the exponential as a series, we see that, for
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any t in R+,

= VV    ^V« T(CJ(/A - A/) + AA)

¿^    }       T(6(p-v))T(ep + n)n\'

which continues analytically in p into the whole complex plane; further, for

small t, 4>e(t) behaves like f6 . Moreover, by changing variables again (putting

o = tx), we see that

tvQ ft nsßv-X

If r > 1, we may write the integral as a sum of an integral between 0 and 1

and one between 1 and t. The first of these (with the term tve) expands as a

convergent series of the form Y^=o ant"e~n, in which «o > 0, while Lebesgue's

dominated convergence theorem shows that the second integral (without the

term tv0) tends to /1°cexp(-o-)o'6'(/i_I')_1 do. Consequently, (f>g is equivalent

to d)e . By using the properties of the Laplace transform, it is easy to show that

Ve - V~e > concluding the proof of (a).

To prove (b), it again suffices to consider the last condition only, as the

others hold trivially. The function (¡>g is taken to be t ^ te>l lo%(K + t)e" , for

a sufficiently large value of K (whose size will be explained later). Then, if r

is in R+ and co is in (-n/2, n/2),
/•OO

xpg(reiw) = /    e-«"V"-i fog'* + t)ev dt
Jo

poo

^e-iwep /    e-r't9ß-i\oe(K + te-ilo)eudt,
Jo

by a contour integration argument, and so
/•OO

eiw0lxyfe(rei'a) = /    e-rtte^-x log(K + te~i(ü)6v dt.

Jo

If K is so large that log(ÄT + te~,0)) has argument of absolute value less than

n / 6 ( 1+16 v | ), for all t in R+ , then the argument of the integrand lies sufficiently

close to 0 that the real part of the integrand is always positive and at least one

half of the absolute value. Then it follows that
(•OO

e-rtt8ß-x R^iog^ + te-iCÛ)6v) dtSJo

= Re(eiü>9lxy/g(reiü))) < |tMrÓ|
/•OO

< /    e-rtte,i-x\\oë(K + te-iCU)e"\dt
Jo'O

f>00/•OO

< 2 /    e-r'tefl-x Re(log(Ä" + te-'œ)ev)dt,
Jo

i.e., that ipg(rel(0) is comparable to J™e-rtt6lx-x\log(K + te-i01)6v\dt,wnicb

in turn is easily seen to be comparable to /0°° e~rtt8fl~ ' log(K +1)6" dt and then

to y/(re'w)~e , as required.   O
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It might well be possible, and worthwhile, to find simpler function theoretic

criteria for describing such pairs.

Here is our first main theorem.

Theorem 1.2. Let (f> and ip be a pair of regularly related functions, and let

(Tt)t>o be a symmetric contraction semigroup. The following conditions are
equivalent:

(a) ||rt/|U<^(0-'||/lli   VteR+,VfeLl(M);

(b) for all p, q and a such that 1 < p < q < oo, and a= l/p - l/q,

\\Ttf\\q < A'4>(t)-a\\f\\p   VA € R\ V/e Lp(M);

(c) there exist p, q and a such that 1 <p < q < oo, a= l/p -l/q, and

\\Ttf\\q < A'4>(t)-a\\f\\p   VA £ R+, V/e U>(M);

(d) for all r and a such that I < r < oo, and a = I - l/r,

|^(^)-a/lkoo<C||/||,   V/€L'(A/);

(e) for all p, q and a such that 1 < p < q < oo, and a = l/p - l/q,

\\v(&raf\\q<Cp,q\\f\\P   \lf£Lp(M);

(f) there exist p, q and a such that 1 < p < q < oo, a = l/p - l/q, and

\M&raf\\q < C\\f\\p   V/ei'(M);

(g) there exist p, q and a such that 1 < p < q < oo, a = l/p - l/q, and

\\v(&raf\\q,oo<c\\f\\p v/aw

Remark. Note that we are assuming in (a) that A(p(t)~x > \\\Tt\\\i.>00 for all t

in R+ , but not that equality holds. Similar comments apply about (b) and (c).

Proof. By interpolating between the estimates

\\Ttf\\r < H/ll,    VA€R+,V/€L'(A7)

and

It^/llco < <l>{t)-\\f\\\   v/ G R+, V/ e LX(M),

using the complex interpolation method, it is easy to show that (a) implies

(b). Similarly, by using the real interpolation method between (d) and its dual

estimate, namely

II V(^)-Q/IU < Cr\\f\\r>, l     V/eL''1 (A/) ,

it can be shown that (d) implies (e), and that the constant in (e) depends linearly

on that in (d). Trivially, (b) implies (c), (e) implies (f), and (f) implies (g). We
shall complete our proof by showing that (c) implies (a), (a) implies (d), and

(g) implies (c). These three implications will be entitled Lemma 1.3, Lemma

1.4 and Lemma 1.5 respectively. Lemma 1.3 is a generalization of a result of
T. Coulhon [2].
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Lemma 1.3. Suppose that (Tt)t>o is a symmetric contraction semigroup satisfy-
ing the condition

\\Ttf\\q < 4>(t)-a\\f\\P    VA 6 R+, V/e Lp(M),

for some p, q, and a satisfying 1 < p < q < oo, and a = l/p - l/q . Then

ll^/lloo < QXO"1 11/111   vr e R+, v/ e LX(M).
Proof. Suppose that 1 <p<q<oo, and that

\\TJ\\q < <t>(t)-a\\f\\P   Vf £ L"(M), VA £ R+.

For T in R+ and / in Lx(M)nLq(M), denote by K(T, f) the real number

s»pí<™k.
0<«A 117 111

Define 9 in [0, 1] by the condition  l/p = 6/1 + (1 - 6)/q, from which it
follows that a = l/p - l/q = 6/q'. By Holder's inequality,

\\tj\\p < \\Ttf\\ex\\Ttf\\x-e < \\\m\ex\\f\\ex\\Tj\\xq-\

so if 0 < t < T,

\\T2tf\\q<<p{t)-a\\Ttf\\p

<«AW-ani7;iii?imiiii7i/ii¿-e

< 0(o-°ni7(iii?ii/iii[0(o-1/,,imii^(7'. f)V~e
= (p(t)-xlq'\\\Tt\\\exK(T,f)x-

whence

K(T,f)<K(2T,f)=  sup
<K2t)xlq^\T2tf\\q

and so

<  sup
0<t<T

K(T,f)< sup
0<t<T

4>(2t)
[<p(t)

<P(2t)

0<t<T 117 111

1/V
HIT ll|0 vît    a'-8lll-/illllAl-/ > J)     '

1/(0«')

\\\Ii\\\x S C.       C,.(f>(t)
The right-hand side of this last expression is independent of / in LX(M) n

Lq(M) and T in R+ , so it follows that

\\Ttf\\q < Cll{eq,)Cx<p(t)-{lq' 11/11,    V 6 V(M),Vt £ R+.

\\Ttf\\x <C, 11/11,    V/gL1(À/),WgR+
by definition, we obtain by interpolation the estimate that

\\T,f\\p < C{¿-e),{e<,,)CX(t>(t)-(x-eVq' 11/111   Vf£Lx(M),Vt £R+.

Moreover, by duality, we observe that T* maps Lq' (M) to IS' (M), whence

by the same argument, T* maps LX(M) to Lp' (M), and again by duality Tt

maps LP(M) to L°°(M) ; the corresponding estimate is

WTtfWoo < C\imCx(p(trx"'\\f\\p   V £ Lp(M), VA g R+.
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Combining the last two estimates, we find that

iir2^iu < cf^c^r^iim
<cmeP)Hi-e)/(eg')CiC^{t)-(i-e)/g'-l/pxifh

= C^dCooW)-111/111    V/ g LX(M), VA e R+ ,

whence

MfWcoKCWCiQ
m

0(A)"
>(í/2)J

< Cl+]/eCxCx(j>(t)-x 11/11,    V/ 6 Lx(M),Vt £ R+,

i.e.,

ll^/Hoc^C^'-'^'^-'^CCoo^O-'ll/lli    V/eL'(A7),V/gR+.

Another duality argument shows this inequality also holds if Cl+(1 '^^0//» i/«)

is replaced by c¡+(1/p)/(1/p"1/9), so we deduce that

H^/Hoo^CW)-' ll/lli    V/€L'(A/),VAeR+,

where
r _ rl+mia{i/p,l/g'}/(l/p-l/q)r r

as claimed.   D

Lemma 1.4 is an extension of a technique of Davies [5], used in the proof of

Theorem 2.4.2. Presumably this technique may also be combined with that of

the proof of the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem (breaking up / into two

parts) to prove directly a strong type result.

Lemma 1.4. Suppose that (Tt)t>o is a semigroup satisfying the conditions

l|7*i/llj.<C||/||p   Vi€R+,V/eZ/-(A7)

and

\\TJ\\q < C0(A)-a||/||p   VA € R+ , V/ g U(M),

where a = l/p - l/q. Then if p < r < q and ß - l/p - 1/r, \p(&)~$ is of
weak type (p, r), and

ll<f (ST'/lkoo < Cp,q,r\\ñp    V/ 6 U(M).
Proof. First, observe that ip vanishes at most polynomially at 0. Indeed, the

doubling condition (b) on <p implies that (f> grows at most polynomially at

infinity, and

/•OO J*

\ip(z)-0\<C\ipß(z)\<C       e-z'<Kt)ß-r   V^R+-
Jo l

Therefore, if / is in LP(M) n L2(M) and k is large enough, (/ - Tt)kf lies

in T)om(\p (&)-?) for all t in R+. Also, as A tends to oo, (7 - Tt)kf tends

to /, so that Lp(M) n Donu>(^)-^) is dense in LP(M).

Take / in LP(M) n Donu>(^)"'3) and X in R+ . We need to estimate

the Lroo(M)-norm of \p(f§)~P f.  In view of the general multiplier theorem
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(formula (0.4)), it will suffice to estimate the Lr>00(A/)-norm of ytß(&)f; i.e.,

we need to control the measure of the set {x £ M: \\pß($?)f(x)\ > X}. To do

this, take s in R+ , to be specified later. By spectral theory,

t°° dt      fs dt      f°° dt
M&)f= }   MWf-r = I MWfj + J   MMfj

= Bß,sf + DßrSf,

say. Clearly

\Bß,sf\\P< f MtWtfh^-
Jo l

rs dt
7  <t>(t)ß\\f\\P^<C(p(s)ß
Jo t

to

<C p >

while

dt/oo J1 fOO J
MtWtf\\q"<cj   <Kt)ß-a\\f\\p-t

< C(ß(s)^\\f\\p.

Now

{x £ M: \ipß($)f(x)\ > k} ç j* £ M: \BßJ(x)\ > ¿ J

u{xeM:\DftSAx)\>¿\,

and so, if s is chosen so that <p(s) = (\\f\\p/X)^-p)l^p-ßq+a^ ,

\{x £ M: \¥/(?)Ax)\ > X}\ < (^^)P + i^fjf1)9

< /2C(p(s)f>\\f\\p\p + /2C<Ks)e-°\\f\\py

-c      (MkY-Cp>q'r{   X   j   '

as required.   D

Lemma 1.5. Suppose that (Tt)t>o is a symmetric contraction semigroup and that

\M&raA\«.oo<C\\f\\p   Vf£Lp(M)

for some p, q and a satisfying 1 < p < q < oo, and a = l/p - l/q < 1. Then

if p < r < q and ß = l/p - 1/r,

\\TJ\\r < APiq,r<Kt)-ß\\f\\p   Vi £ R+, V/ g Lp(M).
Proof. We suppose that p > 1 .  By spectral theory, we may write (for / in

Lp(M)nL2(M)),

Ttf=ip(%)-a[xp(gye-t%]f;

by the result of Cowling [3] described in the introduction and the hypothesis of
the lemma,

\\Ttf\\q,oo < CWiy&Te-*f\\p < C sup \tp(z)ae-'z\ \\f\\p,
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for some œ between 0 and n/2. The hypothesis that the pair ((¡>,y/) be

regular implies that

sup \ip(z)ae-'z\ < C sup \ip(z)ae-'z\,
zero, zeR+

so if we can establish that

(1.1) \ip(z)ae-'z\ < (p(tya   VA€R+,VzeR+,

then it will follow that \\T,f\\qi00 < C(p(t)-a\\f\\p for all / in LP(M) and all
t in R+. Real interpolation with the estimate ||7^/||p < \\f\\p will then show

that if p < r < q and ß = l/p - l/r,

\\Ttf\\r < Ap,q<r<l>(trfi\\ñp    Vi £ R+ , Vf£Lp(M),

as required.

To establish (1.1), recall that ipa(z) = J0°° e~zs(pa(t)s~l ds for all z in R+,

whence

f°° ds f' ds
ip(z)a > C /    e~zs(p(s)a— >C      e~zs(p(s)a —

Jo s Jt/2 s

r' di
> Ce-zt(p(t/2)a /    — > Ce~z'(p(t)a   VA g R+, Vz £ R+,

Jt/2   s

by properties of regularly related functions, and the desired inequality follows.

If p = 1, then 1 < q < oo ; we write TJ = [y/(^)ae-'^]y/(^)'-0,f, and ob-

serve that \p{f§)~af lies in Lq'°°(M), on which space y/fë^e-'^ actsbound-

edly. A simple modification of the proof above will treat this case.   D

This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.2.   D

It is interesting to compare Theorem 1.2 with Theorem 2.2 of L. Hörmander

[8]. Both theorems assert that if certain operators are of strong type (p, q) (or

of weak type (p, q)) for certain values of p and q, then they are automatically

of strong type (p, q) for a range of p 's and q 's, and of weak type ( 1, r) at
the end of the range of these p 's and q 's.

We now present some consequences of Theorem 1.2.

Corollary 1.5. Suppose that (e~'^)t>o is a symmetric contraction semigroup, and

that ((f>, \p) is a regularly related pair. If 6 is in (0, 1 ), and (¡> = (pxl6, then the

subordinated semigroup (e~t9 )t>o is ^-ultracontractive if 'and only if (e~'^)t>o
is ^-ultracontractive.

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.2. For details of sub-

ordination, see, e.g., the book of K. Yosida [17].   □

It is not clear whether this result is true for general ultracontractive semi-

groups.

We shall not state our other corollary formally, but merely remark that for

semigroups which satisfy estimates of the form

IITi/iJoo<Cori/li,  v/g(o, i],v/a'(M)

and

\\T,f\\oo < C,rl/||,    VA 6 [1, oo), V/ 6 LX(M),
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where p and v are positive, we obtain results very similar to those of Coulhon

[2], by applying Theorem 1.2 in the particular case where (<p, ip) is the pair of

Lemma 1.1(a). Interesting examples of such semigroups were recently found by

L. Saloff-Coste [12].

2. Ultracontractivity and "multiplier operators"

Here again, & is the generator of a (^-ultracontractive symmetric contrac-

tion semigroup (Tt)t>o , and (<p, \p) is a pair of regularly related functions, as

defined in § 1. Our concern is to find conditions on the function m in order that

the operator m(&) extends to a bounded operator from LP(M) to Lq(M) for

suitable p and q . The case where p = q (in which m is taken to be bounded)

has already been treated. The first general result in this direction was obtained

by Stein [13, Corollary 3, p. 121] and then refined and generalized by the first-

named author [3, Theorem 3]. Our treatment here is based on the techniques

employed in the second-named author's paper [9]. In particular, our first result,

Theorem 2.1, is from [9], though the proof we give here is a little different.

Given a positive integer N, we denote by m^(t, X) the function defined by

the rule
mN(t, X) = (tX)Ne-a/2m(X)   W 6 R+ , VA 6 R+,

and by JfTmx the Mellin r-transform of aajjv with respect to the second vari-

able, i.e.,
/•oo Jl

ytTmN](t,u)=       XT-'umN(t,X)^   VigR+,VugR.
Jo X

In particular, we write Jfm^ for the Mellin transform of m^, thus:
/•oo ¿1

[JfmN](t ,u)=       (tX)Ne-'x'2m(X)X-iu^r   VA g R+, Vw g R.
7o X

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that m is a Borel-measurable function on R+ such that
for some positive integer N,

/oo
mo\[*mN](t, u)\ \\\&iu\\\pdu < oo.

-oo />0

Then m(&) is bounded on LP(M). Similarly, if

/oo
SUp|[^fmJv](í,M)||||^'"|||p>ooíÍM<00,

-oo <>0

then m(&) is bounded on IS'°°(M).

Proof. Define functions  c: R —► R and  au: R+  -* R  (where  u  is in  R)

by the formulae c(u) = supi>0 |[-#An;v](i, u)\, for all u in R, and au(t) =

'a7Ajv](A, u)/c(u) , for all t in R+ , so that ||au||oo < 1 • Now

i r°° dt

1 /-OO      fOO Jf

1 r r^ft,u)ae_a/2d_t    ludu
J-ooJO C(U) t2nY(N+l)

i /.OO        /-OO Jf
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provided the change of order of integration is justified. For any X in R+ ,

/OO       /.oo Jf

/    \au(t)tXe-'x'2\ — \c(u)Xiu\du
-oo Jo t

/OO /«OO\c(u)\du<2 /     |c(M)||||^"'"|||1,rfw<oo,
-oo J—oo

so the interchange is legitimate. Note that AU:X^ /0°°au(t)tXe~al2dt/t is of

Laplace transform type. In particular, it extends to a holomorphic function in

the right half-plane, and for X in Tn/2_e,

,dt
\AuW\ (   au(t)tXe-"l2d-

Jo l

< H t\X\e-^sme^2—
Jo t sine

Consequently |pH(^)|||p < Cp for all u in R, by (0.3), so that if (2.1) holds,

/OO

\\\Au(&)\\\p\c(u)\\\\&
-oo

u\du< oo.

Since u h-> au(X) and u i-> A'" are continuous functions for each X in R+ ,

« i-> a»(,f ) and u i-> ̂ '" are strong operator topology continuous functions,

and we may write m(&) as a convergent integral of operators

The variation of the proof needed to treat the LP'°°(M) case is trivial.   □

We now look for easily verifiable conditions on m which ensure that (2.1)

or (2.2) holds.

Corollary 2.2. Suppose that A and ô arein R+, and that |||^'"|||p < Cexp(<5|w|)

Tor all u in R. If m extends to a bounded holomorphic function mw in Tw,
where ai > S, then m(&) extends to a bounded operator on LP(M), and

|||m(^)|||i,<C£0>(j^||m<j||oo.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.1 and the Paley-Wiener theorem for Mellin

transforms.   D

Suppose that x is a positive integer and that a is in R+ . We say that m
satisfies a Hörmander condition of order (a, x) if there exists C such that

r2R dX
sup y/(R)a        \XJm^(X)\^<C   Vj£{0,l,...,x}.
R>0 Jr á

The smallest constant C for which this inequality holds is called the Hörmander

(a, £)-constant of m . Similar conditions were introduced in Hörmander [8].

Note that our condition implies that sup^>0 \y/(X)am(X)\ < 2C.

Corollary 2.3. Suppose that m satisfies a Hörmander condition of order (0, x) >

with Hörmander (0, x)<onstant B. Fix p in (1, oo), and A and x in R+.

V \\\&íu\\\p < A(l + \u\Y for all u in R, and x > t + 1. then m(&) ex-
tends to a bounded operator on LP(M), and \\\m(^)\\\p < CTAB. Similarly, if
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|||5""|||p,oo < A(l + \u\Y for all u in R, and x > *+ I, then m(&) extends

to a bounded operator on LP'CC'(M), and |||m(J/)|||pi0o < C'XAB .

Proof. The strong type result was proved by Meda [9, Theorem 4], by showing

that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. The other result is similar.   D

Now we prove our results for the case where p < q. To state these, it

is convenient to have more notation. Given p and q satisfying the condi-

tion that 1 < p < q < oo, we define d([p, q], 2) by the rule d([p, q], 2) =

minre[p,9]|l/'-- 1/2|.

Corollary 2.4. Assume that m extends to an analytic function in the cone rw and

that sup^gr-^ \y/(X)am(X)\ < oo for some a in (0, 1). Then m(S?) extends to

a bounded operator from LP(M) to Lq(M), provided that d([p, q], 2) < co/it

and a = l/q - l/p, and to an operator of weak type (1, r) if I < r < oo,

d([l, r], 2) < co/n and a = 1 - 1/r.

Proof. We consider first the strong type result. Choose r in [p, q] such that

11/r- 1/2| = d([p, q], 2), and define ß tobe l/p-l/r and y tobe l/r-l/q .
Then m(X) = y/(X)-y[y/(X)am(X)]y/(X)-ß VA g R+, so on the appropriate
domain, m(ïï) = \p(cg)-i[\p(%)am(%)]\p($yß ; the first factor (\p(&)~ß) is

bounded from LP(M) to Lr(M), the second ([ip(W)am(^)}) is bounded on

U(M), by Corollary 2.2, and the third (\p(%)-"') is bounded from Lr(Af) to
Lq(M), as required. The weak type case is similar.   D

For the rest of this section, we assume that there exists a positive real number

a such that

\\\%m\\\p < Cp(l + \u\ylx/p-x'21   Via g R

and

lll^lllp.oo^C^l + lMir11/"-1/21     VAAgR,

whenever 1 < p < oo . This condition is fulfilled in many concrete cases such

as nilpotent Lie groups (where *§ is any sublaplacean) and compact manifolds

(where & is any elliptic positive selfadjoint operator).

Corollary 2.5. Suppose that m satisfies a Hörmander condition of order (a,x)

where 0 < a < 1 and x Is an integer no less than a/2 + 1. Then m(&)

extends to a bounded operator from LP(M) to Lq(M) ifl<p<q<oo and

a = l/p - l/q, and to an operator of weak type (1, r), if 1 < r < oo and

a= 1- 1/r.

Proof. This proof is a straightforward modification of that of Corollary 2.4,

using Corollary 2.3 rather than Corollary 2.2 to bound the "middle factor".

It is perhaps worth noting explicitly that the analyticity of ip implies that its

derivatives can be controlled—using Cauchy's integral formula for holomorphic

functions, one sees that \XJd^y/(k)/dXJ\ is of comparable size to ip(X), for any
positive integer j .   D

Corollary 2.6. Suppose that m satisfies the condition

sup \ip(XyXJm^(X)\ <C   V; g {0, 1,..., X},
AeR+
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for some integer x no less than o/2+l and some a in (0,p). Then m\f§)
extends to an operator of strong type (p, q) if I < p < q < oo and a =

l/p-l/q, and to an operator of weak type (1, r) if 1 < r < oo and a= l-l/r.

Proof. It is obvious that if m satisfies the condition of the corollary, then it

satisfies a Hörmander condition of order (a, x), so the result follows from

Corollary 2.5.   D

3. Ultracontractivity and maximal operators

In this section, we deal with semigroups (Tt)t>o satisfying an estimate of the
form

\\T,f \\oo < Ar"\\f\\i    V/ £ R+, V/ g LX(M)

for some positive p . We call such semigroups /¿-ultracontractive.

It is probably worth pointing out explicitly that Varopoulos (and some other

authors) use p/2 rather than p . This is because the index which appears when

one studies the heat equation on a Euclidean space Rd is d/2. However, if one

considers the Poisson semigroup on the same space, then the appropriate index

is d, and this example indicates that there is no ideal notation. We prefer our

notation as it leads to cleaner formulae.

Let m be a Borel measurable function on R+ ; recall that, for every nonneg-

ative real number z, we have defined the Mellin r-transform Jixm of m by

the rule
/•oo J1

[JtTm](u)=       XT-'um(X)^   VwgR,
Jo X

whenever the integral on the right is absolutely convergent. If -#Tm is integrable

with respect to the Lebesgue measure on the real line, the following inversion

formula holds:

/oo [Jfxm](u)X'u-T du   VAgR+.
-oo

Recall also that we have defined the maximal operator m*,a(f§) as follows:

m.,a(&)f = sup \tam(t3?)f\,
/>o

where a denotes a nonnegative real number. It is not a priori clear that

m*,a(^) is a well-defined operator. In the next proposition we shall show that

this is indeed the case, at least for a large class of functions m . Boundedness

results for the maximal operator mt,o(&) were obtained by the first-named

author [3]. Consequently, we shall deal with the case where a > 0 only. The

proof of Theorem 3.1 follows closely the spirit of the proof of Theorem 6 in

[3].

Theorem 3.1. Let & be the generator of a p-ultracontractive symmetric contrac-

tion semigroup, so that &~a is of weak type (1, r) and of strong type (p, q),

when 1 < p < q < oo, l<r<oo, and 1 - 1/r = l/p - l/q = a/p. If m is a
Borel measurable function on R+ whose Mellin a-transform J(am satisfies the

estimate
/oo

\[Jfam](u)\\Wu-a\\\x,r^du<oo,
-oo
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then the maximal operator m*,a(5/) is of weak type (1, r). Similarly, if

|[^aW](M)||||^'"-a|||p;9i/AA<00,

£

then mt<a(^) is of strong type (p, q).

Proof. We prove only the weak type result. The other is very similar.

By spectral theory and the Mellin inversion formula we have, at least for-

mally, that

/oo [Jfam](u)(t%)iu-a f du.
-OO

Therefore

/OO

\[jfam](u)\\¥iu-af\du,
-OO

whence
/oo

\[J£am](u)\\&iu-a f\du
-oo

and

1    f°°
||"A»,a(Wlkoo<2^y     \[-*am](u)\\\&,u-af\\r,0Odu

- i (i"  l[^W](")llll^U-a|||l;r,oo^) 11/11.

= C||/||,.

It is not hard to justify the formal steps above. Since C is finite, the integral

/oo
\\£am](u)\\$iu-a f\du

-oo

converges as a Bochner integral in the Banach space Lr-°°(M) as long as the

map u i-> &iu-af is measurable. Now, the map u i-> '§'u(&~af) is strong op-

erator topology continuous on LP(M) for all p in (1, oo), hence on Lr'°°(M).

Thus, the function u i-> ̂ m(^~af) is measurable and

/oo [£am](u)(t$)iu($-af)du
-oo

converges as a Lroo(Af)-valued integral and the function of A thus obtained

is continuous. Finally, m„^a(^)f makes sense in the Banach lattice Lr>°°(M)

by the continuity of the function t •-> tam(t&)f. This concludes the proof of

the proposition.   D

We now discuss some consequences of Theorem 3.1.

Let a(ö\tX) and a(ô\t&) be the analytic families of functions and corre-

sponding operators defined, for all 6 in Y, by the rules

i     rx
aiS)(tX) = =-¡-      (l-s)ö-xexp(-stX)ds   VA g R+

Y(à) Jo

and

a^(t&)f==^ f(l-s)â-xTstfds   Vf£Lp(M).
1 (à) 7o
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For every fixed positive t the family (a(<5)(^))Re<5>o admits an analytic con-

tinuation to the whole complex plane (see Stein [13, p. 77]). In particular

am(t&) = T, and, for every positive integer k, a(~k\t^) = tkdk/dtkTt. As

an application of Theorem 3.1, we now investigate the behaviour of the maximal

operators d£]a(&) defined by the rule

a(^a(ïï)f = sup\taa^(t^)f\.
t>0

The case where a = 0 was treated in Theorem 6 of Cowling [3], so we assume

that a ^ 0. An easy calculation shows that if Re ô > 0 and 0 < Re a < 1, the

Mellin a-transform of the function a^ is given by

r^   (¿h/  \      T(l - a + iu)T(a - iu)
[J?aa{ö)](u) =    v '\,;a        Vm€R-

1 (o + 1 — a + iu)

Notice that by the asymptotics for the T-function, the integral

\ytaa^](u)\\Wiu\\\pdu
/

is convergent for all p in ( 1, oo), provided that a ^ 1 or a = 1 and â = 0.

Corollary 3.2. Assume that & is the generator of a p-ultracontractive symmetric

contraction semigroup. Then if 0 < a < 1 and ô is in C, the maximal operator

ai;a(&) is of strong type (p, q) for all p, q such that 1 < p < q < oo and

l/p - l/q = a/p, and it is of weak type (1, r) when 1 < r < oo and 1 - 1/r =

a/p.

Proof. Immediate from Theorem 3.1 and the above computations.   D

It is possible to formulate a more general version of this result; we do so,

although we do not know any immediate applications. A further generalization

replaces tp(t)ß with h(t) and y/(X)~ß with k(X), for other functions h and

Ac. The proof is almost the same as that of Theorem 3.1, and we omit it.

Theorem 3.3. Let (tp, \p) be a regularly related pair of functions, and let *& be

the generator of a (p-ultracontractive symmetric contraction semigroup. Given a
Borel measurable function m on R+ and a subinterval ¿T of R+, define the

function AAig by the rule

mß(t, A) = tp(t)ßy/(X)ßm(tX)   VA g F, VA g R+.

If 1 < r < oo and ß = 1 - 1/r, and

Lsup\[Jtmx'ß](t,u)\\\\&iuv(&)-l'(&)\\\i;r,00du<oo,
oote^

then the maximal operator

(3.1) f~ sup \<p(t)ßm(t&)f\
te^

is of weak type (1, r). Similarly, ifl<p<q<oo and ß - l/p - l/q, and

/oo
sup\[^mß](t,u)\\\\^iuy/(^rß(^)\\\p-,qdu<oo,

-oo   t>\

then the maximal operator (3.1) is of strong type (p, q).
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Other mixed norm estimates can be obtained by the methods developed in

the present section: details and applications will be given elsewhere.

4. Further generalizations

The aim of this section is to present some extensions of the theory developed

in the first three, and a few comments. To motivate the generalizations, let

us observe that there are many "natural" ultracontractive semigroups for which

lililí I i~-oo behaves polynomially for small / but not for large t. For example,

heat diffusion on a compact manifold or on a hyperbolic manifold both give

rise to semigroups such that, if (p(t)~x = |||7)|||,;oo for all t in R+, then (p

cannot be one of a regularly related pair of functions. One family of extensions

arises from the remark after the enunciation of Theorem 1.2.

Given positive numbers a and e we consider the "Bessel potentials"
(z + &)~a. Notice that

1      Z"00 dt
(e + ?y« = -±-       t°e-<"Tt^.

1 W Jo t

It is intuitively obvious that the behaviour of (e + &)~a is related to the be-

haviour of Tt for small values of t, and the rest of our paper illustrates this.

The following result was also observed by Davies [5, Corollary 2.4.3].

Theorem 4.1. Fix p in R+ . For a symmetric contraction semigroup, the follow-

ing conditions are equivalent:

(a)

(4.1) ||r,/!!«, < ¿r"||/||,  va g (O, i],v/gL'(M);

(b) Tor all r, a and e such that 1 <r<oo, a = p(l-l/r), and 0 < s < oo,

||(e + S0-a/lkoo < CrAfh    V/ g LX(M) ;

(c) for all p, q, a and e such that 1 < p < q < oo, a = p(l/p - l/q), and
0 < e < oo,

||(e + $yaf\\q < C,,g,,||/||p   V/ g Lp(M) ;

(d) there exist p, q, a and e such that 1 < p < q < oo, a = p(l/p - l/q),

0 < e < oo, and

||(e + ̂ )-a/ll?<C||/||p   V/eL'W;

(e) there exist p, q, a and e such that 1 < p < q < oo, a = p(l/p - l/q),

0 < e < oo, and

||(e + ̂ rQ/lkoo<C'|L/0,   Vf£Lp(M).
Proof. In view of the fact that (e + &) generates the symmetric contraction

semigroup (e~etTt)t>o, to which Theorem 1.2 applies, with (¡>(t) = f for all /

in R+ , this is already proved.   D

Note that if any of the equivalent condition of the above theorem is satisfied,

and p! >/a, then \\Ttf\\00<Ar'i'\\f\\x for all A in (0, 1] and all / in LX(M).
It follows that (b) holds if a > p(l - 1/r) and (c) holds if a > p(l/p -l/q).
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It should be quite obvious by now that multiplier results and maximal theo-

rems for /i-ultracontractive operators can be extended to semigroups satisfying

(4.1). We give two more such results without proofs. It will not be hard for the

interested reader to supply them by adapting the proofs and ideas above.

Here is a version of Corollary 2.4, and an extension of Theorem 3.1. We

retain the notation therein.

Corollary 4.2. Fix p in R+. Assume that (Tt)t>o is a symmetric contraction

semigroup satisfying the estimate (4.1), that m extends to an analytic function

mw in the cone Ym, and that

sup\(l+X)amw(X)\ <oo
¿er«,

for some a such that 0 < a < p. Then m(&) extends to a bounded operator

from LP(M) to Lq(M), provided that 1 < p < q < oo, d([p, q],2) < co/n
and l/p - l/q < a/p, and to an operator of weak type (1, r) if 1 < r < oo,

d([l, r], 2) < co/n and 1 — 1/r < a/p.

Theorem 4.3. Fix p in R+ . Let "§ be the generator of a symmetric contraction

semigroup satisfying condition (4.1). Given a Borel measurable function m on

R+, define the function mi by the rule

mi(t,X) = ta(l+X)am(tX),    V/g(0, l],VAgR+

whenever 0<a<p.lfl<r<oo,  1 — 1/r = a/p, and

L sup \[jrml}(t,u)\\\\$iu(I+ &ya\\\X;r,ocdu <oo,
ooO<i<l

then the maximal operator

(4.2) /•- sup \tam(t&)f\
0<t<X

is of weak type ( 1, r). Similarly, if

L sup \[Jfm{](t, u)\\\\&iu (I + &ya\\\p-q du < oo,
ooO<r<l

and 1 < p < q < oo and l/p - l/q = a/p, then the maximal operator (4.2) is

of strong type (p, q).

We conclude by observing that the following "parabolic Harnack inequality"

holds. This result should be compared with Theorem M of Varopoulos [15].

Note that we do not make any positivity assumption on the semigroup (Tt)t>o

or "regularity assumptions" like those of Varopoulos [16].

Proposition 4.4. Assume that (Tt)t>o isa (^-ultracontractive symmetric contrac-

tion semigroup, and that f is in L2(M). Define u: M x R+ —» C by the rule

u(-, t) = Ttf(-) for every positive t. Then

||«(-, l)IU<cJ /    / \u(x,t)\2dxdt)     .
\J\/2Jm J
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Proof. Notice that for t in (0, 1),

||«(-,1)||L = 2/   \\u(-,l)\\2ocdt = 2f \\TJ\\200dt<2 f 4>(tyx\\Ttf\\2dt
Jx/2 Jx/2 Jx/2

< 20(1/2)-' j    ( \TJ(x)\2dxdt.
Jx/2 J M

The first of the above inequalities is an immediate consequence of the contrac-

tivity of Tt on L°°(M) and the second follows from Theorem 1.2.   D
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